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MBA: A Million Emotions

MBA, one word and million dreams,
Our serene campus set at the heart of the city that never sleeps

All Izz Well brought sleepless nights of practice and laughter
The 25 minute performance and the practices thereafter

We Hustled, we struggled, we worked our heart out
The anxiety of committee selections and the processes and it’s rounds
But once we became a part of them, Days of joy started coming around

Group presentations, night outs, fests, and evening campus walks
The Hallowed Night mess became flush with celebrations & Hush Hush Talks

Placement season brought about a frenzied flurry
Happiness touched the horizons, Post Placement parties celebrating your Glory
The end of spring in April brought an end to the college days

The memories made here, are gonna entangle our hearts in so many ways
MBA - the journey bundled up with dreams and aspirations,
Was cocooned under unforgettable learnings and a Million Emotions
Acknowledgement

"Gratitude is the memory of the heart."

As we compile this virtual yearbook, we would like to thank all those who made it possible. We would like to extend our gratitude to the Public Relations and Branding Committee for helping us with this edition. Our sincere thanks go out to the staff and students of K J Somaiya Institute of Management as well, for their cooperation and inputs to make this yearbook as you see it today.

We hope that as you go through the pages of this yearbook, you revisit the beautiful memories of the times you spent at Somaiya and that the success Mantras of your peers inspire your future endeavours.

We wish you the very best for all that you set out to do!
PGDM - A
Class of 2019-21
 BATCH REPRESENTATIVES

Manya Mohan
Do not forget small kindnesses and do not remember small faults.

Jay Doshi
How curious that I, looking at you, am thinking exactly what you, looking at me, are thinking and yet... We both cannot understand.
Abhinav Sharma
Seh Lenge thoda.

Abhineet Jha
Not all those who wander are lost.

Abhishek Vyas
You can’t have a Million-dollar dream with a One dollar work ethic

Akshat Uniyal
MBA is easy, like riding a bike. It’s just that the bike is on fire and you cannot get a grip on the handle.

Ambar Ray
Keep your focus even in tough times, things will fall in place eventually.

Amoli Dave
The most revered step is to TRY

Animesh Bohidar
Life is hard; it’s harder around idiots

Arjun Vekariya
Be Kind and Grateful

Ashish Tharakan
Life is short. So never doubt in one’s capabilities and rather put your best in what ever you want to do.

Avila Antao
Be kind and prioritise your work!

Ayush Khan
Life is unfair. You have to accept that and move on.

Ayush Sharma
Just take it one day at a time
Don't overthink. Trust your gut. Make a decision. And always keep learning.

Success is not final, failure is not fatal, it is the courage to continue that counts. but thoda toh party karna hi hein.

I believe in the impossible because I am born mai-ty!

Accept yourself as you are, unless you are a serial killer.

Question, Learn, Influence!

Carpe Diem

Believe to Achieve

Be genuine, Help people

Life is better when you're laughing

Relax & take a chill pill because you just need 'Why MBA' and some presentation skills.

The harder you work for something, the greater you will feel when you achieve it.
Jugal Daiya
Live and let live!

Anshul Kanodia
The most important things in life aren’t things

Kartik Vohra
MBA is important, but biceps are importanter.

Krina Trivedi
Run till you Dance. Look up till you Fly.

Krishna Mundada
Forget the day’s troubles, remember the day’s blessings.

Kriti Bhandoola
Trust the process because you can’t trust anyone but yourself

Kushagra Kasliwal
Forget the Risk and take the fall, If that’s what you want, then it’s worth it all

Akshay Malusare
MBA mein sponge ki tarah bano, jo bhi sikhne mile sab sokh lo.

Mayank R Thakkar
If you can’t smile, Just laugh!

Mohd Junaid
Get Comfortable With Being Uncomfortable

Sufiyan Momin
Neend puri karo, sapne apne aap pure ho jayege.

Mustafa Asy
Always Hope for the best, But prepare for the Worst
Naman Bansal
It is okay to not always compete with peers but to go with the flow. Helps you remain sane.

Nishi Niharika
The less you give a damn, the happier you will be.

Palak Fulara
Everything will fall in place. You'll find your Parivaar. Or not, what would I know. I don't even have a pla.

Pius Mukherjee
Always be your unabashed authentic self, and not someone else's preferred version.

Poorvi Pathak
When you put in honest efforts, you'll get what's best for you! Just have faith. Things always work out in the end. :)

Radhika Khanna
It never hurts to keep looking for sunshine.

Rakesh Ramachandran
Continuous Improvement in Life

Rohit Srivastava
Do your best and leave the rest!

Husain Rokadia
Be who you needed when you were younger.

Roli Dube
Focus on what really matters.

Samarth Kumar
The Office, Season 7, Episode 19, Minute 14:45

Sameer Gupta
I CAN AND I WILL!
Every small achievement counts
Siddhant Sachdeva
As long as a problem isn't really treated as a problem, it's not really a problem.

Shalini Dasgupta
Live and let live

Sayyam Aggarwal
Don't forget to paraphrase.

Shashwat Tiwari
Never stop believing in your dreams and be persistent in your efforts.

Sarthak Sinha
Rely solely on yourself.

Shubham Agarwal
Be kind to yourself and then let your kindness fill the world

Siddhant Sachdeva
Don't forget to paraphrase.

Sunipa Das
Live and let live!!!

Supratim Endow
Believe in the process, results will follow

Surajit Patra
Champions keep playing until they get it right

Vignesh Nayak
Would I rather be feared or loved? Easy. Both. I want people to be afraid of how much they love me

Vineet Kashyap
Neither praise nor criticism should be highly regarded.

Vishal Chand
Laalaa! Risk Hai To Ishq Hai!

Vyom Bhatnagar
The mantra of life is to believe, to hope, to struggle & to win.
The world is changed by your example, not by your opinion.

Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.

Govind Malhotra
The world is changed by your example, not by your opinion.
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BATCH REPRESENTATIVES
**Aarushi Goel**
Work hard, party harder and make friends with a validity greater than these 2 years!

**Aniket Majumdar**

**Adarsh Ayush**
Like chasing a mirage; only to realize the fun part was the chase & then off to the next one!

**Anjum Hassan**
Get out of your comfort zone and never shy away from new challenges.

**Brahmi Dave**
Believe in Yourself and your strengths. Life can be hard at times with obstacles along your journey but you'll get through everything. You have the strength to do so!!

**Akansha Gupta**
Live, Love, Laugh

**Ankur Barnwal**
Embrace your own pace

**Chandrakant**
Every person that you meet knows something you don't, learn from them

**Ashish Kumar Sinha**
Ups and downs are an integral part of life, just like day & night...so take it easy!

**Akshit Batheja**
Always confused between "Be Mature" and "Be a kid at heart".

**Live, Live, Laugh**
Live and let live. United we stand.

**Knowledge is wisdom.**
Offer respect, where it's due.

**Belive in equality, practice the same.**
Work hard, Party harder.

**Work hard, Party harder.**
Get out of your comfort zone and never shy away from new challenges.

**Believe in Yourself and your strengths.**
Life can be hard at times with obstacles along your journey but you'll get through everything. You have the strength to do so!!

**Every person that you meet knows something you don't, learn from them**

**There's a Hero Inside of Everyone!!**
Harsh Dhoka
Eat what you can chew

Gorby
Everything’s Eventual

Aditya Gupta
Respect, Authority, and Power.

Harish Pillai
Say it out loud everyday to yourself - "I am destined for greatness".

Ketan Bhardwaj
Ahinsa parmo dharma

Tushar Jagdale
Spiral Out, Keep Going and don’t forget to blare death metal!

Manan Kalaria
Keep Moving.

Maharshi Kanabar
When something is important enough, you do it even if the odds aren't in your favor.

Kislay Kumar
Be all in or all out. There is no half way.

Kriti Shrivastava
Grass is greener where it’s being watered!

Rohit Kumar
I will figure it out
Be adaptive and conscious towards surroundings and time and you can achieve anything.

You have to be obsessed. You have to be all in, all the time. So obsessed you lose the concept of time. The greatest people who have walked this Earth are those who are obsessed.

There is only one mantra, Ctrl+C and Ctrl+V.

Live your life before you realise that you have only one life to live.

Never stop learning, because life never stops teaching.

Network, incorporate the best and strive to rise above the herd.

Trust the process and embrace the journey! It’s not just the destination that counts but the memories we create along the journey.

Sometimes I’ll start a sentence and I don’t even know where it’s going. I just hope I find it along the way.

It only gets better. You have to be obsessed.

The more I read, the more I acquire, the more certain I am that I know nothing.

Sometimes I’ll start a sentence and I don’t even know where it’s going. I just hope I find it along the way.

Never stop learning, because life never stops teaching.

Network, incorporate the best and strive to rise above the herd.

It only gets better. You have to be obsessed.

The more I read, the more I acquire, the more certain I am that I know nothing.

Network, incorporate the best and strive to rise above the herd.
When life closes a door...open it again. It's a door. That is how they function.

Shruti Sadalge

“Most of your progress takes place outside your comfort zone.”
This Zeal to always do Something New kept me GOING!!!

Sanket Mehta

Things work out best for those who make the best of how things work out.

Nikhil Girish Singh

Be a better version of yourself, everyday.

Karthik Rajagopal S

Make it simple, but significant.

Dhyanu Rajwaney

It gets better!
Put your head down and keep working.

Faiqa Shaikh

Happiness is a mood, not a destination.
It gets better!
Put your head down and keep working.

Riya Agrawal

Naturally Curious!

Life is too short to keep on regretting...So live every moment to the fullest...and let live...!

The journey is always as exciting as the destination, so make sure to live and enjoy every moment.

Renita Raphael

Put your head down and keep working.

Shraddha Mehta

”Most of your progress takes place outside your comfort zone.”
This Zeal to always do Something New kept me GOING!!!

Nikhil Girish Singh

Life is too short to keep on regretting...So live every moment to the fullest...and let live!...

Sreya Sinha

Renata Raphael

Grab opportunities, Learn new things, Hold your friends close, Lift each other up, Cherish every moment, Make memories - it will all be over soon, even before you realize!!

Sanket Mehta

Naturally Curious!

Happiness is a mood, not a destination.
Learning is endless and make sure to have an intelligent friend as a bestie!

Focus on the journey, not the destination. The journey is the reward.

None of my assignments are done, but I sure am.

Trust takes years to build, seconds to break and forever to repair.

Learning is endless and make sure to have an intelligent friend as a bestie!

Always remember that you are absolutely unique. Just like everyone else.

Every journey begins with a single step.

Chase all your dreams, but don't forget to live and enjoy the journey along the way.

Be warrior in the world of worriers!!

Jo hoga dekh lenge!

None of my assignments are done, but I sure am

Till the day that the easy way is more fun.

Chase all your dreams, but don't forget to live and enjoy the journey along the way.
Are we still alive to see this?
- Covid19

A mix of consistency and dedication with a dash of creativity made my MBA life simpler!

Batch Representatives

Vaishnavi Surnis

Anshul Shriwatri

Are we still alive to see this?
- Covid19
Make good friends, Good friends can make MBA life better and Pandemic easier

Grind in your 20's, Build in your 30's, Enjoy in your 40's

Abdul Mannan

Akansha Maheshwari
Be like a postage stamp. Stick to a thing till you get there.

Akshmeet Kaur
The center pillar for growth is to be yourself & push through the odds to get where you wish to be!!

Ambasana Hemang Maheshbhai
Discipline beats talent

Anisha Chopde
Creativity helps me find my magic.

Ankit Keshri
As you think, so shall you become

Amit Gupta
Make good friends, Good friends can make MBA life better and Pandemic easier

Amna Jamal
It iss what it iss

Anur Bhole
The next guy is always going to be more successful. Hustle.

Abdul Mannan

Anmol Bagga
Stop Stopping yourself

Arun Prateek
Sab moh maaya hai. Chill karo. Ye waqt bhi kat jaayega. Peace

Apurv Swarnkar
Better be a diamond with flaws than a pebble without

Arnav Mohapatra

As you think, so shall you become
"What we achieve inwardly will change outer reality." - Plutarch

Astra Gite

The only way to discover the limits of the possible is to go beyond them into the impossible.

Harneet Ghatehora

Look for Sources, and covert them into Resources. Aim for Perfection always, it will lead you to success.

Soumya Ghosal

Change is only constant in life for everyone, so I believe Adaptation should be the stairs of ones Autobiography.

Saurabh Chaurasia

Never let the past define your capabilities, each day is a blank page write your own story.

Cheemakurthi Chandana

If you are positive, you’ll see opportunities instead of obstacles

Deepa Singh

You only live once (Yolo). Live it, Own it, Claim it and give it your best shot.

Dishant Punjabi

I give exams like an imposter doing fake tasks.

Nikhil Karadge

If it ain't XO then it gotta go.

Arjit Goyal

Expect nothing from anybody, you're never disappointed.

Kiran Kutre

To live fully is to let it go, die each moment and reborn each new one.

Madhav Gotecha

4 ps of MBA:
Presentation, Placement, Party and Party Harder!
It's not surprising that you can graduate a B-School without sitting for placements.

Prabhu Tyagi
If life gives you lemons, you should make lemonade and try to find somebody whose life has given them vodka, and have a party.

Sagar Kharche
If your today was exactly like your yesterday, You need to find the right way!
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Stay humble and hustle in silence.
Kerav Shah
Working hard & Trying week in-week out and not thinking about results as If you try, you risk failure, If you don’t, you ensure it

The life Mantra for MBA for me was dedication, intent and understanding about why I am here all the time as well as focus to set and achieve short goals.

To be a better version of myself every single day. We are the writers of our own books.

Focus on the journey and not the destination because joy is found not in finishing an activity but in doing it. Push your limits and do everything you can.

Blurry nights, curious conversations and empathetic company make life worth living.

Even in the moments of deepest despair.. I guess we can still find hope.

The only successful meetings I attended were with campus pups..

Be loyal to what matters

The life Mantra for MBA for me was dedication, intent and understanding about why I am here all the time as well as focus to set and achieve short goals.

Be loyal to what matters

Shubham Sherekar
Sorry I had Network Issues!
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Jay Thumar

Srikant Kolluru
Listen to people, go getter attitude, gain good knowledge, down to earth.

Srishti Gupta
Master has given Srishti a PGDM degree, Srishti is freeeeeee!

Subhasis Singha
It will never be perfect, make it work!

Ashrit Taduri
Persistence is the key and always keep experimenting

Vikram Timalsena
Your time is limited, so don’t waste it living someone else’s life.

Hardik Trivedi
Start today. Make each chapter count. Make it a bestseller. Write your own 365 pages story!

Smriti Dixit
Be a woman with goals not a girl with wishes.

Jay Thumar
There is no shortcut for success but self realisation and optimism can act as a catalyst to achieve it.

Vipul Gupta
Don’t prevent yourself from dreaming big but be ready to put in the work and really lean in to the table.

Siddhant Uchil
Listen to people, go getter attitude, gain good knowledge, down to earth.

Sridhant Kolluru
Master has given Srishti a PGDM degree, Srishti is freeeeeee!

Subhasis Singha
It will never be perfect, make it work!
Somehow I manage.

Avantika Simone Sen

Kush Dani

Sic Parvis Magna
(Greatness comes from small Beginnings)
Just live in the moment❤

Live for the moments you can’t put into words

Good food, good life

You will always get multiple opportunities to change the narrative of your life. Utilize those well.

If not now, then when?

Choose what you want to do and not what life offers you because "I don't want to" is the best way to dodge bad vibes.

Being laid back has often paid

Be agile and do the hustle

If Leicester can do it, you can do it. Keep believing in yourself and stay motivated.

KJ Somaiya Providing Great learning Opportunities, self Independent for Industry Ready.

Living my own life, letting you live yours😊

Do not compromise on authenticity when you write your own story
Humanity first followed by Ethics. And never compromise on free thinking.

Ayush Goyal
Consistency is what transform average into excellence

Ayush Rakesh Shah
Push yourself, because no one else is going to do it for you!

Bivansu Hota
Peeyo Aur Peene Do 😝

Nikita Chhabariya
Exploring and learning each day to turn my desires into my destiny.

Subhi Chhabra
We only regret what we don’t do in life

Darshil Shah
Kyu?

Aaditya Datar
Hardwork, Patience and little a bit of luck

Urvashi Dhabalia
Make life an expression of happiness not a pursuit of happiness

Jeet Doshi
Love Yourself, Believe In Yourself, Support Yourself!

Febin Thomas
Humanity first followed by Ethics. And never compromise on free thinking.

Yash Gajwani
Keep it simple.

Yash Gala
Carpe Diem
Prashant Kate
Make At Least One
Definite Move Daily
Towards Your Goal

Sontam Keerthana
I always believe you can
achieve anything as long as
you have a positive mind
and believe in oneself

Kishore Kannan
Live, Love and
Laugh

Rajupalem Kumar
The more you learn, the
more you know. The
more you know, the more
you grow.

Shriya Mahajan
A little more faith, a
little more effort and
a little more time.

Mandeep Singh
Just believe: Little by little,
day by day, what is meant
for you will find its way

Mugdhaa Goswamy
Be authentic

Muskeen Singh
The intensity of your
experience is more important
than the immensity of your
possessions.

Prakhar Khanna
Whatever happens,
happens for a reason.
Learn from it.
It’s all for the best.

Prashant Chaudhary
Always challenge the
status quo

Pulkit Jain
Life sometimes
become difficult, but
hang in there

Siththardhan.T.R
The definition of
greatness is to inspire
people next to you!
Punyak Satish
You are destined for great things!
Keep walking

Parth Reshamiya
Stay cheerful stay hungry

Rohit Alex Koshy
Live for the moments you can't put into words

Rudradeo Kumar Gupta
😊 Better an oops than a what if 😕

Sahil Nahar
Under Promise, Over Deliver !!

Punyak Satish
Stay cheerful stay hungry

Saumya Joshi
Hope is a good thing, maybe the best of things. And no good thing ever dies.

Saurabh Sinha
I didn't come this far only to come this far

Sawant Prakash
There's no need to be perfect to inspire others, let others be inspired by how you deal with your imperfections.

Shikhar Gupta
Enjoy Yourself and Stay Healthy....

Janhavi Shirkhedkar
Do not just exist but excel, because the universe is mysteriously working for you !

Shraddha Mishra
Appreciate and celebrate all that you have in life !

Sahil Nahar
Under Promise, Over Deliver !!
Shruti Srivastava
Trust the magic of new beginnings!

Srinithi Balaji
Throw Kindness around like Confetti

Srishti Mall
It's never too late to be, what you might have been.

Swapnil Solanki
The secret to being happy is accepting where you in life and making the most out of everyday

Harshal Tawde
Growth sprouts out of discomfort

Utkarsh Singh
Fortis fortuna adiuvat.

Meera Valera
Anything's possible, you gotta dream like you never seen obstacles.

Ayush Kumar Goyal
Consistency is what transform average into excellence

Ithihas
Sorry, no formals

Yash Jain
Sometimes you try very hard to get what you want but the things did not get the way you want them to go. So the funda would be - go with flow
You only live once so make the most out of every situation that you come across!

Anushka Jain

Live to Inspire!

Swikar Gupta
In Loving Memory of

Nirbhay Mishra

(1993-2020)

The game of life is a lot like football. You tackle your problems, block your fears, and score your points when you get the opportunity. But most importantly, you enjoy every minute of it till you're on the field!
Garima Agarwal
Either find a way, or make one

Shikha Agrawal
Say yes to new adventures!

Dhaval Ashar
Take each day as it comes.

Akshtaa Bahl
Focus on Progress, Not Perfection.

Navpreet Kaur Bolla
No one ever made a difference by being like everyone else

Gargi Borde
Go on working, it will work for you!

Puneeth Reddy
Believe and achieve
Doubt= you're out

Karan Chopra
Mantras don't work. But your consistency and smart work can do wonders. Just keep trying.

Nandini Choudhury
Never give up!

Sankalp Devaru
"The greatest trick the devil ever pulled off was to convince the world he did not exist"

Bradley Fernandes
Life is uncertain. Eat dessert first.

Abhishek Gandhi
Strategize your skills to achieve the best for you. Follow and Improve the process, result is a byproduct. Khelo Dimag Se
Rushabh Jain
You’ll Never Walk Alone.

Anu Sandhya Gilaka
Don’t just exist, live!!

Payal Golui
The most dangerous place to be is your comfort zone. So, step out of it!!

Varun Gupta
Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection we can catch excellence.

Manishkumar Gangwal
Take control of your senses before external negative factors take control of you...stay positive, stay focused

Bhuvan Jain
The journey of a thousand miles begin with a single step. Keep persisting.

Deep Jain
Trust your gut. Make a decision. And always keep learning.

Jainesh Jain
Change your life today and act now. Don’t gamble on future.

Rishabh Jain
Dreams don’t work until we do. And when we live for a strong purpose, then working hard isn’t an option. It’s a necessity.

Rushabh Jain
You’ll Never Walk Alone.

Sheenu Jain
People define our experience, and any person from any place has something to teach us.

K.S.Nithin
You must do the things you think you cannot do.

Rajat karkare
Live to Trade Trade to Live!
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Sandeep Katyal
Always remember you are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think.

Kavish Kejriwal
Expect Nothing and Appreciate Everything

Anshul Khandelwal
Here's to always staying positive and testing negative

Sourav Khushlani
Learning is a continuous process and mistakes are the stepping stones which keep the cycle going.

Sanika Korgaonkar
Work Hard

Abhishek Kumar
There are only three ways to motivate people: money, fear, and hunger.

Ankit Kurani
Always pick the introduction slide of a presentation

Mihir Mali
Live and let live.

Jaya Prakash
There is no mantra in life which works for everyone. So, it's better to figure out your own

Manisha
Relax, everything is gonna be okay!

Siddharth Mehta
Try to seize every moment, if not, just wing it!

Abhishek Mukerjee
Life has both ups and downs, if you celebrate the ups, then learn to accept the downs and learn from them to become the best version of yourself.
Smit Panchal
Always take calculated risks! Heads you win; tails you don't lose much!

Hrushikesh Panchwagh
Anything can happen!

Saurabh Patel
Dream it Dare it Do it

Nayan Patidar
Be patient and remember “Rejection gives you more power to push forward”.

Ruchir Pulhani
I shall stay patient and trust my journey

Arka Roy Chowdhury
We are what our thoughts have made us, so take care about what you think

Shristi Sarda
Working hard is important but there is something that matters even more; believing in yourself.

Surjit Sasmal
I’ll figure it out.

Nilomee Savla
When you can’t find the sunshine, be the sunshine

Pranit Sawant
You’re always one decision away from a totally different life

Shreya Shah
Life doesn’t get easier you just get stronger

Aditya Sharma
It all just comes down to two choices, Goa or Kasol?
Knowledge has two faces, one can create and the other destroy.

Don’t give up on your dreams. Keep sleeping.

Don’t let yesterday take up too much of today.

Learn to keep things simple.

TIn a gentle way, you can shake the world.

Don’t let yesterday take up too much of today.

Just hang in there. This too shall pass.

Discipline will take you places motivation won’t.

You Only Live Once-Make it worth

Gaurav Manchanda
I usually know what to do but in a much more real sense I don't know what to do
Akshay Kirti Mishra
The world laughs on you for no reason, just make sure you stand on a stage and charge them way too much for laughing at times.

Avani Mittal
Never Give Up

B. Keerthana
Be the human equivalent of a sunflower emoji - happy, bright and versatile

Chandan Amarnani
Life’s purpose is not just to live, love your life first and live incidentally.

Kritika Chandel
Brevity is the soul of wit

Chinmay Sharma
Never let criticism demotivate you, always focus on giving your best every time.

Deepakshi Pitti
Social distancing before it became cool

Devansh Agarwal
Life is either short or really, really long. Either way, you better spend it doing what makes you happy

Ayush Dugad
You should never settle for who you are.

Anushka Narayan
Sometimes I’ll start a mantra and I don’t even know where it’s going. I just hope I find it along the way.

Arusha Vaidya
When life gives you lemonade, make lemons and life will be like whaaat?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kajol Doshi</td>
<td>I pretend that a 2 min walk after every lecture can fix everything in life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karishmita Kaushik</td>
<td>Read Dostoyevsky. He addresses all your concerns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khushal Rathore</td>
<td>Only change is permanent, live one day at a time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krishna Sahni</td>
<td>Your zeal should match your life's objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kritika Agarwal</td>
<td>When life gives you lemonade, make lemons out of it. Life will be like &quot;Whaaaaaat?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kunal</td>
<td><em>insert over the top inspirational/motivational quote</em> (although I'm kinda glad it's over)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahima Mundra</td>
<td>Every thing is a game! You won't win if you don't play! Keep going.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manaswii Pandey</td>
<td>I don't know what my future holds but I do know who holds my future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fenny Shah</td>
<td>Failure will push you down but you have to remember, it will all work out in the end :)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagar Gandhi</td>
<td>Work hard, and make your luck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gargi Singh</td>
<td>Best or nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaurang Mandhana</td>
<td>Do or do not. There is no try.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mehul Jain
"Don’t Be Controlled By Fate, Make your Own Destiny"

Pragya Pandey
Be unapologetically you!

Aditya Menon
Traverse one day at a time. Enjoy the process!

Pankti Shah
A 18 inch pizza is also a personal pizza if you believe in yourself.

Madhav Nijhara
The idea is to remain in a state of constant departure while always arriving

Nikita Purohit
Always be thankful for today, and hopeful for tomorrow.

Pushpak Holani
Jo Hoga Dekha Jayega

Raj Kumar Singh
Stay Curious

Pearl Sardana
Overthink until the very last minute

Yash Poddar
In the joke of life, Be the "Haha" out of it.

Rama Bhandare
Live life to the fullest

Arinjoy Roy
When Going gets tough, the tough get Going
Rushabh Pokale
Keep it Simple

Rutvi Mehta
Add the sugar, Add the spice, But don't forget to mix it up, And try to be nice! ;)

Saatyaki Panigrahi
Don't be dumb

Harpreet Singh

Shreya Agarwal
Trust yourself and make friends who push you to do things.

Divyansh Sharma
All it takes is a leap of faith.

Shauryas Sharma
One step at a time, one punch at a time, one round at a time.

Shivanjali Kumar
Constantly striving to become a better version of myself!

Shubham Saurav
जिन्दगी की हर सुबह कुछ शर्तें लेकर आती है, और जिन्दगी की हर शाम कुछ तजुब देकर जाती है!

Aakash Singh
When in doubt, take a break

Adityapratap Singh
Laugh and let laugh
Sneha Pillai
Live and learn

Vandana Shivnani
Go with the flow

Vardhan Shrivastava
You miss 100% of the shots you don't take.

Vinay Thakkar

Vinay Makin
Be the leader you wish you had.

Shantanu Vadlamani
What we want may not happen but what we deserve will definitely happen, so live life as it is. Don’t think much!

Vrinda Kothari
I could be working on this quote but I was making a PPT instead.

Sahaj Vyas
Enjoy chole bhature in the mess while you can because you never know when a pandemic will hit :)

Yash Rawal
The real trick in life is to want nothing, and to succeed in getting it.
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Mahima Khandelwal
Grow through what you go through
Aayush Bhatt
The more you know, the far you go.

Aditi Deshpande
Collect experiences, travel more, do what you like and make the most of this life!!

Anisha Padiyar
Wanting to be someone else is a waste of who you are!

Anjali Panjani
1. Kindness serves all.
2. To each his own.

Ankit Verma
Being simple and optimistic.

Atishay Choudhary
Hakuna-matata

Hiba Shakeel
You're always one decision away from a totally different life

Ishaan Gupta
Do not go where the path may lead, instead go where there is no path and leave a trail

Kajal Shah
We write our own destiny; we become what we do.

Krish Mehta
Be excellent at what you do and success will come

Nikita Chaturvedi
“The only time success comes before work is in the dictionary.”

Nimisha Tyagi
The capacity to learn is a gift, ability to learn is a skill, the willingness to learn is a choice.
Surya T S Pratheesh
Destiny is for Losers,
Resilience is the Key

Sana Kayanat
Be your own motivation because no one else is going to do it for you

Sankalan Chakraborty
Inhale the good vibes for future advancement,
Exhale the past...take a deep breath n inhale the present.

Shantanu Dixit
Be Patient Work Hard
Learn from your mistakes and always keep a tiny tinge of humor by your side

Sankalan Chakraborty
Inhale the good vibes for future advancement,
Exhale the past...take a deep breath n inhale the present.

Shraddha Kamble
Motivation is what gets you started and eventually a habit is what keeps you going.
I believe if you have to make your own living, you have to make your own opportunities. Don't sit and wait for opportunities to come your way instead, get up and make them..

Shishir Sinhal
"Take Less, Give More
Hurt Less, Heal More
Hate Less, Love More"

Sameer Karape
Self awareness is the most attractive trait

Shivani Rajesh Thakur
If the plan doesn't work, change the plan—but never the goal.

Sumedh Dubey
"Whatever happens, happens."
Look back to learn, look forward to succeed.

Priyanka Nalawade

Do unto others as you would have them do unto you

Nichol George
Villains aim for domination, power, riches but not Teja. Teja wanted a poultry farm and a bakery. Be like Teja.

Mindset is everything. What you give power to, has power over you. It's always the way you carry it.

The day you get satisfied with life, you'll stop living, so always strive for more!

We are just a tiny speck of life on earth with the chance to make a huge impact on it. Make the most of it!

Shine while you can!

You don't need books to clear your exams. You need proof? I'm still waiting for them to be delivered..

Motivation got me Started.

Habit kept me Going..
Faith in Oneself and Faith in God

If you don't know how to do something, say yes anyway, then learn how to do it.

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step

Everything you want is waiting for you on the other side of consistency.

Life Happens

Know your worth, hustle and aim for the stars.

Hard Work Beats Talent When Talent Doesn't Work Hard. So, HUSTLE. ALL DAY, EVERYDAY.

My Life Mantra goes against the Somaiya Values!
Progress always happens outside the comfort zone.

Sheel Mehta
Do at least one thing everyday that forces you to step out of your comfort zone.

Devshree Mehta
I was born to be real. Not perfect so I believe in adding life to days not days to life.

Isha Mehta
Progress always happens outside the comfort zone.

Hanil Mehta
Strength & Wisdom
Always try to pursue YOUR best version physically, mentally, emotionally, and financially.

Pratik Landge
Time heals everything.

Mahek Mirchandani
As within, so without.

Suraksha Makhwani
Believe, Work, Succeed

Yusuf Merchant
“Loyalty is a two-way street. If I’m asking for it from you, then you’re getting it from me.”

Joseph Francis
A little hibernation is good for the mind.

Mahek Mirchandani
Adding Life to Days Not Days to Life

Isha Mehta
Progress always happens outside the comfort zone.

Devshree Mehta
I was born to be real. Not perfect so I believe in adding life to days not days to life.

Yusuf Merchant
“Loyalty is a two-way street. If I’m asking for it from you, then you’re getting it from me.”

Strength & Wisdom
Always try to pursue YOUR best version physically, mentally, emotionally, and financially.

Pratik Landge
Time heals everything.

Sheel Mehta
Do at least one thing everyday that forces you to step out of your comfort zone.

Hanil Mehta
I was born to be real. Not perfect so I believe in adding life to days not days to life.

Isha Mehta
Progress always happens outside the comfort zone.

Suraksha Makhwani
Believe, Work, Succeed

Yusuf Merchant
“Loyalty is a two-way street. If I’m asking for it from you, then you’re getting it from me.”

Joseph Francis
A little hibernation is good for the mind.
Live for the moments you can't put into words!

Hiral Mody

Whatever you give to the world, comes back to you

Riddhi Nagda

Whatever happens, happens. If you don’t like what happens just take a nap

Sritej Nair

Take it one day at a time, you will get there eventually....

Avanti Narayanan

Be a nice human!

Pranav Nerlekar

Learn - Unlearn - Relearn.

Pranav Vichare

Keep it Simple and move ahead with all ups & downs

Amit Panchal

dream believe achieve

Darshan Panchal

“I've put in more work to find a good quote than my 2 years of college”

Parth Parmar

Never miss a good chance to shut up ???!

Chinmay Patel

It always gets BETTER !! Waqt ke pahle nah kisiko kuch Mila hai nah kuch milega

- Old monk

Siddharth Patel
Harshal Patil
AIM ABOVE THE MARK TO HIT THE MARK

Kenil Savaliya
The greatest truths are the simplest things in the world, simple as your own existence

Chirag Shah
Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.

Dhruvi Shah
What a wonderful thought it is that some of the best days of our life have to happen yet.

Henal Shah
Change is the only constant in our lives

Shloka Shah
Kindness never went unnoticed or unpaid

Shubham Anil Shah
Challenge your weakness & Keep going!!

Shubham Sandip Shah
When’s this due?

Karuna Sharma
Exhaustipated

Karan Singh
*Wrong is Wrong* even if everyone is doing it. *Right is Right* even if no one is doing it

Mayur Tank
Pushing yourself out of comfort zones

Smriti Tupe
Stay positive. Always!
So this is my life - until I win the lottery

Never give up, even during the toughest times
Be positive, Work Hard & Make it Happen

Pranav Gada
Never stop learning. Because life will never stop teaching!

Trushali Hindocha
You can find an excuse or you can find a way.

Ashwini Shripad Chavan
Take it all one day at a time and savor the journey!

Harin Jayesh Gada
Be positive, Work Hard & Make it Happen

Pranav Gada
Never stop learning. Because life will never stop teaching!

Samuel Gaikwad
Accept whatever comes to you woven in the pattern of your destiny, for what could more aptly fit your needs.

Karan Gosalia
Haso gaa, muskurao, kya pata kal ho naa ho

Suyash Satish Gupte
Focus on Performance; not Preaching

Abhilash Hedaoor
When you feel like quitting, think about why you started!!

Trushali Hindocha
You can find an excuse or you can find a way.

Rushika Jain
Be in the moment and enjoy what you can, when you can!

Ansh Agrawal
“The world might be turning crap, you don’t need to contribute to it.”

Deepak Bhanushali
There are two types of people in the world. Those who manage, and those who are being managed. Be the former!

Bhavi Chauhan
Don’t be scared to make the Bolder decision in the fire of Passion, and you will succeed. -Quoted Myself
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Vishal Jalan
Fall down seven times, Stand up eight.

Rushi Jaspara
I survived because fire inside me was brighter than the fire around me

Yash Joshi
Dream Big, Work Hard & Make it Happen!

Mahima Khathuria
Time management is life management

Vipul Ladda
Change is the only constant, embrace it and take life as it comes.

M Akash Venkat
Keep it simple silly

Neha Makode
Hard work pays

Raunak Mantri
Everything happens for a reason.

Daniel Matta
Life is about second chances

Harsh Mehta
Sometimes I'll start a sentence and I don't even know where it's going. I just hope I find it along the way. - Every presentation ever

Krina Mehta
Cheer up! The worst is yet to come.

Rajvi Mehta
3 things required to get through MBA - good looks, good looks and good looks
Aditya Modh
Cross things off your wishlist.

Harsh Modi
The World sees you the way you see yourself

Sagar Morkhade
No matter what you do, give it your best.

Mandar Morye
Mental simulation is the best way to prepare, be it any situation or event.

Atharva Mulay
One step at a time is all it takes to get you there

Ankit Nandha
Life is full of problems. Chill, be happy and it will be easy to solve them.

Viren Palan
Right things happen at the right time.

Bhavik Panchal
Focusing on execution and making not so obvious choices.

Anjali Pandya
3 things required to get through MBA - Parampara Pratishtha Anushasan.

Chaitya Parekh
Here for a good time not a long time

Karan Parekh
Don't Stress over anything. Nothing's too big

Khyati Patel
Give your best & leave the rest to fate because, 'Samay se pehle aur kismat se jyada kisko nahi mita'
Making Relations is more important than making PPT's

Payal Patil
Live and let die! <3

Pooja Sanjay Patkar
I am a very optimistic person and live my life in a way to minimize stress and enjoy every moment of life.

Pawan Nivrutti
The final aim should always be to stay happy and satisfied

Trushik Patel
Making Relations is more important than making PPT's

Sakshit Ravi
Learn from the past, Prepare for the future and LIVE IN PRESENT, You are unstoppable FOREVER

Saurabh Sahoo
If it doesn’t make you anxious, you’re still doing the side mission.

Karan Sangoi
Zindagi Badi Honi Chaiye, Lambi Nai ❤

Bhairavi Sawant
Live life the way you want rather than regretting later, when it's already too late.

Harshita Shah
Be successful and do big things

Saurabh Sahoo
If it doesn’t make you anxious, you’re still doing the side mission.

Himani Shah
If your own story is not inspiring you, it’s time to rewrite it.

Jainam Shah
Means are more important than the end
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Khyat Shah
Anjali and Rajvi lied. All you need are Connections in StuCo.

Nihar Shah
“Knowing Is Not Enough; We Must Apply. Wishing Is Not Enough; We Must Do.”

Kritika Sharma
Always strive towards Versatility in pursuit of perfection! Taking inspiration from the best business practices to become a medium of social impact and change at all career levels.

Siddharth Kumar
Keep up the hard work, luck will eventually follow.

Siddharth Singh
Keep believing and be content.

Parth Soni
Simplify Complexity and Never give up.

Mayank Thapliyal
Take pride in how far you have come & have faith in how far you can go.

Apoorva Varadkar
One Day, You’ll leave this World behind, so Live a Life You will Remember!

Nirav Vasavada
Live and let live.

Venkata Prashant Sreeram
Ignore the outside noise and just focus on your inner voice.
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